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manufactured" cavity as f=(1494.7"t-2) MHz, which in turn
Abstract

CEBAF Ims received a total of 360 five-cell niobium dew.imines the tolerance on the overall length to 5"_6.5mm.
' cavities, the largest group of industrially fabricated Since the cavity cells are deep drawn from 3.2 mm thick

_ucting cavities so far. An exlmisive dam base exists niobium sheet, these tolerances represent a certain challenge
mi the fabrication, mrfl¢._ mitment, Issenibly and cavity to the industrial partner because of spring back, non-

pmt'ornlmi_ _ Analysis of _ mechanical features unifmmity of rbe starting nmterbl mid possible variations in
of the cavities includes the following: the spread in weld shrinkage during the edecmm beam welding of the cavity
fibricatiola toknnc_ of the cells derived fitml field profiles subsystems. The manufacturer was askexl to provide
oi the "as _" cavities and the "as fabricated" external frequency and field pmfde measurements before and after

Q---value_ of the fundamental power coupler compared to final tuning and machining of the cavities. From these data
dim_ deviations. A com_ is made of the pressure the frequency exrors of each individual cell of each cavity can

tensitivity of cavities made of materials from different be obtained by making use of a lumped circuit analysis of
manufacam_ between 760 torr (4.2 lC)and 23 torr (2 K). coupled resonators ('tuning program') [4].

This work supported by the U.S. Department of Energy under

L INTRODUCTION Figure 1 shows the frequency spread of the "is-
manufactured" cavities. The cells were manufactured so that

The Continuous Eleclron Beam Accelerator Facility the mean frequency is approximately 1495.4 MHz, which is

presently under construction in Newport News, VA is _ than the desired frequency. The cavities were tuned by
Icheduled to produce a low imaitmnce 200 laA electron beam the manufacturer, ali in the same direction. Typical stored
of 4 GeV fm"experimental studies in nuclear physics by mid- energy distribution of is-manufactured cavities is shown by
1994. This beam is accelerated by a string of 338, 5-cell, frequency errors in Table 1. In most of the cases the stored
1500 MHz niobium cavities arranged in two anti-parallel energy was concentrated in the center cells which allowed the

manufacturer to restrict uming to these cells to obtain equal
lilxmr accelerators and operating a_ov_ design .gradients of.5
MV/m and Q0 values of 2.4x 10 at2K. This system wlli storedenergyinallcells(+2.5%).

represent the hlrge.st assembly of superconducting accelerator I icavities in accordance with CEBAFs spe_/fications [1] and _

the Sulmrconducting properties of these cavities exceed the ._

[2]. Most of these cavities have been inspected and evalua_! _ 15 •

on the basis of compliance with mechanical specificati°ns; o li li II li

about 60% have been tested, and data are available on "_ 1

flrzloency variations during cbemical processing and pressure E= ! I; _]I

lensitivity between 760 torr and 23 torr. In the following Z [ [

lections the current experiences with the above-mentioned ] ]features of the cavities are discussed. , ..................

1494 1494.SFrequl 4e_95y 1495.5 1496(MHz)II. MECHANICAL FABRICATION

A. Cavity Tolerances Figure I. As-received cavity frequencies.
CEBAF/C.,maedl 5-cell cavity has been specified in

CEBAF's "Statement of Work" based on earlier experiences Table 1

gained at Cornell University [3]. Besides very detailed Frequency Errors in kHz of Each Cell as Manufactured
prescriptions for material inspections, material handling and Cell#1 Cell#2 Cell#3 Cell#4 Cell#5

' chemical treatment and requirements for electron beam Mean -610 1101 1464 1100 -331

welding, this document also specifies the freq_ncy of the "as- Std der 455 628 577 637 486Mm -1760 .1440 -726 -1318 -1375
Max 1906 4439 4279 4439 1227

*This work w,a mlqxm_l by DOE Contm_ DE.ACOS-84ER40150. i " !)./.
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The spread of the cell-to-cell coupling coefficient k as
derived from the frr,quencies of the fundamentalpassband -- 2 80
modes acconting to I

/or)--/(_/s)' i

is _3wn in Figure 2. lt can be _ that the cell.t_.cell _
¢otq_g varies, dependingon theamount of tuning which had -
to be done in the _'-mode for each individual cell. This _ ,

variationin k c.mmesa desirablespreadin the frequenciesof "-r
the higber-ord_ modes, increasingthe instabilitythresholdof
rbe_erator [5]. ..2
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Percent coupling Qext--.8.tE6,lowertraceQext=tEt).

Figure2. Variationsin cell-_ coupling.

B. FundmnentalPowerCoupler(FPC)

The coupling of the rf power into the CEBAF/Cornell
cavity is providedbya waveguidesystemshortedat oneend. __ 1.00E+10
The coupling strengthhas been selected at Qext = 6.6 x 106. =="
+20%. This strengthof diecouplingis 0.8 timesthevalue 8,. 1.00E+9
required for critical coupling at full beam. This value of
coupling permits adequatecontrol bandwidth,requires _" 1.00E+8
somewhat less klystron power at less than full currentthan
wouldcritical coupling at full beam, and permitsoperation at Jhigher gradients with the available rf power than would 1.00E+7

criticalcoupling at full beam.The coupling of the rf to the _ 1.00E+6mvity fields is established by the linkageof a standingwave
in the inputcoupler waveguide andthecavityfields. Figure3 0_
shows the standing wave pattern as measured by a 1.00E+5
_on measurementfor twodiffea_.ntcasesof Qext: a 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14
lessstrongcouplingisachieved byshiftingthestandingwave
in theregionofthe iris openingofthe endceil,whichcanbe FPC shortextension
accomplishedbyvaryingthedistanceofthewaveguideshort fromnominal112.4(mm)
tobeamaxis. Figure4. Qext as afunctionofshortdistancetobeamaxis.

Similarly, thecouplingstrengthcanbedecreasedby
Kiueezingthe input wave.guideor increa._ by opening up the shown in Figure 4. Here the Qext values forali 5 passband
waveguide at the point of the higheststoredenergy[6]. This modes are plotted as a function of the short distance to the

beamaxis.
methodis used for fuml adjustmentof theQext value. As a
practicalmatterthe value of Qextis verysensitiveto According to these measurements, a fixed dimension of
mechanicaldimensionsof lhcwaveguidearrangement,asis 114.6mmwill providethedesireddesignvalue for Qext. Any



deviation from this number is caused by fabrication tolerances several MHz. This variation is probably due to non-uniform
such as weld shrinkage, warpage, deflections of the waveguide spring back in the forming process, machining tolerances and
or machining tolerances. The Qext values of 329 "as- variations in weld shrinkage during electron beam welding.
fal_cated" cavities have en average of 7.55E6. F,ortunately, in These variations cause different field distributions and require

most cases the desired value can be achieved easily by slight different tuning of each cell resulting in a spread in the-cell-to
mechanical deformations of the waveguide as mentioned cell coupling._t

above. The design of the fundamental power coupler (FPC) is
]:II. FREQUENCY SHIFTS such that Q ext of the coupler is sensitive to fabrication

tolerances, but the Q of 6.6E6 ± 20% can be easily attained
.4. Chemical Treatment of the Cm,ities with inelastic deformation of the FPC waveguide.

When doliveted by the manufacturer the cavities have Chemical surface treatment of cavities at CEBAF has
received only a very slight material removal for cleaning rathergood reproducibility as long as a slringent control of the
purposes after the final welding and machining steps. The bath temperature is maintained. With a cold tunerrange of -I-
majar chemical treatmmts are done at CEBAF. lt has been 200 kHz there was no problem obtaining assembled cavities
eaablished [3] that at least a layer of 50 tun Cmrface damage within that range, even though variations in the material
layer') has to be removed from the surface to achieve or _es have resulted in 50% differences of the sensitivity
exceed CEBAFs design values for _) value and accelerating of the cavities to the helium bath pressure.
gradient. Assuming uniform material removal from the Sheet metal technology as applied in the fabrication of the

stnface by immersing the whole cavity into an acid bath of CEBAF cavities without any annealing steps after the
equal parts of hydrofluoric (48%), nitric (69%) and mechanical forming operations requires tolerances on the

phosphoric (86%) acids and using a calculated value of order of :i: 2mm [9]. Tighter tolerances would probably
A f/A d=5.7 kHz/lxm as attained from "Superfish" [7], a cause an increase in manufacturing costs.
frequency decrease of 350 kHz has to occur for 50 l.tm of
removal. This corresponds to - 5 rain. of chemical polishing V. ACKNOWLE£X3MENTS
at 23°C. In oer surface treatment procedure, pre-chemistry is Many thanks go out to the CEBAF SRF Staff whose
done in two steps of 2.5 min. each with intermediate rinsing of efforts have made this paper possible, and a special thanks to
the cavity to avoid overheating the acid bath. Subsequently IC Yopp who provided CAD su_
thecavityfrequencyismeasuredand if necessary readjusted
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Frequency errors in each ceil, however, did vary up to






